
CASENOTES

Cincinnati v. Discovery Network, Inc.: What
Scrutiny Should be Applied to Government

Regulations on Truthful Commercial
Speech?

Respondent Discovery Network, Inc. ("Discovery") is an Ohio Corpora-
tion that promotes noncredit adult educational programs, recreational
opportunities, and social events for individuals in the Cincinnati ("the
City") area.1 Nine times a year, Discovery advertises these programs
in a free magazine.2 The magazine primarily consists of promotional
material regarding the courses Discovery offers, however, it also includes
general information about current events in the City.' Respondent
Harmon Publishing Company, Inc. ("Harmon") is a New Jersey
corporation that publishes and distributes a free magazine that
advertises real estate for sale in several states including Ohio.4 Its

1. Cincinnati v. Discovery Network, Inc., 113 S. Ct. 1505, 1508 (1993).
2. Id.
3. Id. This fact raises the question of whether there is in fact any real difference

between Respondents' magazines and a standard newspaper to which the regulation is not
directed. Respondents brought evidence to demonstrate that newspapers include a sizeable
percentage of paid advertisement (approximately seventy percent of the content) in
addition to the general information, Id. at 1511.

4. Id. at 1508.
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magazines contain listings and photographs of residential real estate as
well as general information concerning mortgage rates, market trends,
and financing options.5 In 1989, each Respondent requested and
received a permit from the City to distribute its magazines through
newsracks located on the City's sidewalks. These permits were issued
pursuant to Amended Regulation 38,6 which governs the method of
placement of newsracks upon the public right of way.7 Discovery placed
thirty-eight newsracks in preapproved locations in the downtown area.
Harmon installed twenty-four newsracks also at approved locations.
These newsracks accounted for thirty-three and fifteen percent of
Respondents' distribution respectively.' On February 7, 1990, the City
passed a motion requiring the City's Department of Public Works to
enforce the City's existing ordinances' governing the distribution of
"commercial handbills" on the public right of way.' The Director sent
identical letters to both Respondents advising them that their respective
publications had been deemed "commercial handbills" under section 714-
1-C of the Municipal Code, that their permits to use dispensing devices
on public property had been revoked, and that their newsracks were to
be removed within thirty days." The City granted Respondents
administrative hearings and review by the Sidewalk Committee. The
Committee did not amend the City's position but agreed to allow the
dispensing devices to remain in place pending a judicial determination
of the constitutionality of the City's ban. 2 On June 1, 1990, Respon-
dents filed a complaint in the United States District Court for the
Southern District of Ohio challenging the City's regulatory scheme
prohibiting the distribution of "commercial handbills" 3 on the public
right of way, both facially and as applied to their newsracks. Respon-
dents sought declaratory and injunctive relief, alleging that the City's
ban violated their First and Fourteenth Amendment rights to freedom

5. Id. See supra note 3.
6. City of Cincinnati Amended Regulation 38.
7. Resp. Brief at 7-8. Respondents' newsracks are free-standing metal dispensing

machines approximately three feet high, three feet wide, and eighteen inches deep. At all
times relevant, they were fixed to certain sites as were numerous newsracks belonging-to
local and national newspapers. Respondents' newsracks fully complied with the require-
ments of Amended Regulation 38. Resp. Brief at 7-8.

8. 113 S. Ct. at 1508. The Court was not affected by the City's argument that because
of the small percentage of Respondents' distribution for which newsracks accounted,
Respondents had ample alternative outlets. Id. at 1517.

9. Cincinnati Municipal Code §§ 714-1-C and -23.
10. Resp. Brief at 7-8.
11. 113 S. Ct. at 1508.
12. Id.
13. Cincinnati Municipal Cede § 714-1-C.
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of speech and equal protection under the laws, and their Fourteenth
Amendment right to due process.14 The City agreed not to enforce its
ban pending a decision on the merits, and the district court consolidated
the hearing on the motion for preliminary injunction with the hearing
on the merits. 6 The district court held that "'the regulatory scheme
advanced by the City of Cincinnati completely prohibiting the distribu-
tion of commercial handbills on the public right of way violates the First
Amendment.'"'6 The district court found that both publications were
"commercial speech" entitled to First Amendment protection because
they concerned lawful activity and were not misleading. Thus, the City
"may regulate publication dispensing devices pursuant to its substantial
interest in promoting safety and aesthetics on or about the public right
of way,"' 7 but its regulation must be subjected to the standard estab-
lished in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service
Commission of New York.'" The standard requires that the City bear
the burden of establishing "'a reasonable fit between the legislature's
ends and the means chosen to accomplish those ends.'"' 9 The district
court found the fit to be unreasonable as the number of newsracks
dispensing commercial handbills, sixty-two, was "minute" compared with
the total amount of fifteen hundred to two thousand." In addition, the
district court found that other cities had effectively protected their
interests in safety and aesthetics "'by regulating the size, shape, number
or placement of such devices.'' The City appealed to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.' On appeal, the City
argued that since a complete ban on the use of newsracks dispensing

14. 113 S. Ct. at 1508.
15. Resp. Brief at 7-8.
16. 113 S. Ct. at 1508. The district court found on the basis of the City's concession

that newsracks dispensing "non-commercial" papers caused the same problems as those
dispensing commercial papers, that the regulation was an excessive means to accomplish
the stated ends. Id. at 1509.

17. 113 S. Ct. at 1508-09.
18. 447 U.S. 557, 566 (1980).
19. 113 S. Ct. at 1509.
20. Id. This conclusion stems from the requirement that the regulation directly

advance the stated goals. The City had argued that although the regulation only targeted
a small portion of the existing newsracks, the elimination of that portion amounted to a
direct advancement. Id.

21. Id. This statement is significant in light of the Supreme Court's interpretation of
the Central Hudson standard in Board of Trustees v. Fox, 492 U.S. 469 (1989). The Court
held that a regulation may be more extensive than necessary as long as it is reasonably
so. The Court placed the burden of proving reasonableness on the government. Id. at 480.

22. 113 S. Ct. at 1509.
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traditional newspapers has been held unconstitutionalf and that the
"Constitution accords a lesser protection to commercial speech than to
other constitutionally guaranteed expression,' its ban should be a
permissible means of protecting its interest in safety and aesthetics of
its sidewalks.' The court of appeals disagreed on the basis that the
lesser status of commercial speech is only relevant when the regulation
targets false or misleading advertising." Because the City sought .to
regulate these publications and their content was not harmful, the court
of appeals held that the magazines had a high value for purposes of
protection under the First AmendmentY Thus, in applying the
reasonable fit analysis, the court of appeals affirmed the district court's
holding that the burden imposed on Respondents' speech could not be
justified by the relatively small advances in safety and aesthetics.'
The Supreme Court granted certiorari and affirmed the court of appeals,
holding that the City's ban failed under the reasonable fit test dictated
by the Court in Central Hudson.'

The degree of protection afforded commercial speech has varied
dramatically in the past fifty years and is still somewhat uncertain
today. 'In 1942, the Supreme Court held that the distribution of a

23. See Sentinel Communications Co. v. Watts, 936 F.2d 1189,1196-97 (11th Cir. 1991).
24. 113 S. Ct. at 1509 (quoting Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 563).
25. Discovery Network, Inc. v. City of Cincinnati, 946 F.2d 464, 469 (6th Cir. 1991).
26. Id. at 469-71.
27. Id. 'See also Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of the Supreme Court of

Ohio, 471 U.S. 626 (1985); Posados De Puerto Rico Assocs. v. Tourism Co. of Puerto Rico,
478 U.S. 328 (1986); Young v. American Mini Theatres, Inc., 427 U.S. 50 (1976). The court
of appeals found that in each case, the Supreme Court upheld regulations on commercial
speech because the regulation fell into one of two categories. Either the regulation sought
to ban speech believed to be inherently false or misleading, or the regulation sought to
alleviate the distinctive adverse effects allegedly caused by an directly flowing from the
type of commercial speech regulated. Thus, the lesser value of commercial speech justifies
regulations dealing only with the content of the speech itself, or with the distinctive effects
the content will produce. 946 F.2d at 469-71.

28. 946 F.2d at 473.
29. 113 S. Ct. at 1517. The.Court did feel the need to clarify that this was in fact a

situation to which the Central Hudson test should be applied. It stated:
if commercial speech is entitled to "lesser protection" only when the regulation is
aimed at either the content of the speech or the particular adverse effects
stemming from that content, it would seem to follow that aregulation that is not
so directed should be evaluated under the standards (by which we judge]
regulations on fully protected speech, not the more lenient standards by which we
judge regulations on commercial speech. Because we conclude that Cincinnati's
ban ... cannot withstand scrutiny under Central Hudson or Fox, we need not
decide whether that policy should be subjected to more exacting review.

Id. at 1509 n.11.
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commercial handbill was unprotected by the First Amendment.' This
opinion was predicated upon the notion that the commercial nature of
the publication defeated the public interest in the information contained
therein."' However, subsequent opinions have been more lenient,
holding that important commercial attributes of certain speech do not
necessarily remove First Amendment protections.3' The Supreme
Court, in Virginia Pharmacy, held that speech which does no more than
propose a commercial transaction is protected by the First Amend-
ment.3 . Thus, based upon its content, a court may impose a lesser
status on commercial speech in relation to fully protected speech.
Commercial speech that is false or misleading receives a lesser status
with regard to constitutional protection." The Court drew this
distinction because of the consumer's unique interest in the free flow of
commercial speech.' The Court held that commercial speech which is
not false or misleading serves to inform the public of the availability,
nature and prices of products and services, and thus performs an
indispensable role in the allocation of resources in a free enterprise
system.3" This distinction, however, has not caused the Court to fully
protect truthful, nonmisleading commercial speech.' Instead, the
Court has developed a four part test applicable to regulations on
commercial speech.'m The Court must first determine whether the
speech concerns a lawful act and is not misleading. If it fails this
requirement, the speech is unprotected. If the speech is found to be
truthful and not misleading, the government is required to show that the
asserted governmental interest is substantial, that the regulation at
issue directly advances that interest, and that the regulation is not more
extensive than is necessary to serve that interest.39 The Court later
modified this test to allow the regulation to be more extensive than
necessary but not unreasonably so.40

30. Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 U.S. 52 (1942).
31. Id. at 55.
32. Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425

U.S. 748 (1976).
33. Id. at 762. See also New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964); Smith

v. California, 361 U.S. 147 (1959); Jamison v. Texas,.318 U.S. 413 (1943).
34. Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 U.S. 350 (1977).
35. Id. at 364.
36. Id.
37. Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass'n, 436 U.S. 447 (1978). The Court held that speech

proposing a commercial transaction-is entitled to lesser protection because it is related
solely'to the economic interests ofthe speaker and the listener. Id.

38. Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 566.
39. Id. at 566.
40. Fox, 492 U.S. at 480.
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In the instant case, the City rested its entire argument on the "lesser
status" of commercial speech.41 The parties stipulated that the content
of Respondents' magazines was neither false nor misleading, and that
the City had a substantial interest in the safety and aesthetics of its
public sidewalks.42  Thus, the City argued that since the ban on
commercial handbills directly advanced its interests, and a complete ban
on newsracks was not permissible, it was reasonable to ban only that
which commands a lesser degree of protection.4' The City maintained
that its ban was content neutral in that the specific message contained
in the magazines was irrelevant." The Court, however, disagreed with
the City on the basis that the entire ban was based on content; the
regulation specifically targeted only materials that contain commercial
speech.' The emphasis that the City placed on the lesser status of
commercial speech caused the majority to state that the City "seriously
underestimates the value of commercial speech."' In addition, the
Court found that the distinction the City drew between commercial
speech and fully protected Speech bore no relationship whatsoever to the
particular interests it had asserted.47

The Court purports.to apply a standard that lies somewhere between
a "rational basis" test and a "least restrictive means" test when judging
the constitutionality of bans on truthful commercial speech.' It labels
such a test the "reasonable fit" test.49 The reason for maintaining this
mid-level scrutiny is the inherent belief that commercial speech has
some lesser status than fully protected non-commercial or political
speech.5° However, it is not quite clear when this lesser status is to be
recognized. The Court would seemingly determine whether the

41. 113 S. Ct. 1505.
42. Id. at 1511.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. 113 S. Ct. at 1511. This difference in the definition of the word "content" is the

ultimate death knell of the City's argument. The City presumes that "content" means the
specific message that the publication contains. Thus, the City argues that its regulation
is not aimed at Respondents because there is something inherently evil in their message.
The Court, however, expands the definition of "content" to include the type of speech
targeted. Id. at 1517.

46. Id. at 1511.
47. Id. at 1514. The City argued that its ban is permissible because of the lesser status

of commercial speech. The Court finds that this distinction does nothing to promote the
City's interests as all newsracks share equally in creating the problems. 113 S. Ct. at
1514.

48. Id. at 1512-14.
49. Id. See also Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 557.
50. 113 S. Ct. at 1513.
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commercial speech in question is false or misleading, and if not, require
the City to show a reasonable fit between its ends and the means chosen
to achieve those ends."' The City's ends need not be compelling, but
must be substantial.62 In addition, the means chosen must not be
narrowly tailored to achieve the ends, but must directly advance the
achievement of those ends.' This test appears to place a lighter
burden on the City than strict scrutiny. However, in the instant case,
the Court is 'apparently still troubled by the thought of according lesser
protection to truthful, informative commercial speech." The majority
primarily focuses on the fact that the City rests its entire argument on
the lesser status of commercial speech."6 It would appear, however,
that it is the Court's standard that leads the City to reach this
conclusion." As Justice Blackmun states in his concurrence:

Thus, it is little wonder that when the city of Cincinnati wanted
to remove some newsracks from its streets, it chose to eliminate all the
commercial newsracks first although its reasons had nothing to do with
either the deceptiveness of particular commercial publications or the
particular characteristics of commercial newsracks themselves. 7

The Court purports to adhere to stare decisis by applying a standard
that accords a lesser protection to commercial speech. In so doing,
however, the Court acknowledges the high value of truthful commercial
speech both to the speaker and to the listener." This public interest
leads the Court to strike down the City's ban. 9 This result is some-
what anomalous if one believes the Court is truly adhering to precedent.
But it is a reasonable result in light of the dicta in the opinion. The
Court, in seeking to avoid the drawing of a bright line distinction, may
have left the standard by which to judge regulations on truthful
commercial speech in a state of confusion.' It would appear that the
Court is certainly wary of regulations affecting truthful commercial
speech. Though the Court is adamant that the scrutiny to be applied is

51. 447 U.S. at 566.
52. 113 S. Ct. at 1519 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
53. Id.
54. 113 S. Ct. at 1511.
55. Id. at 1509.
56. 113 S. Ct. at 1519-20 (Blackmun, J., concurring). Justice Blackmun states that "it

appears that Cincinnati felt it had no choice under this Court's decisions but to burden
commercial newsracks more heavily." Id. at 1520.

57. Id.
58. 113 S. Ct. at 1511-12.
59. Id. at 1516-17.
60. 113 S. Ct. at 1519 (Blackmun, J., concurring).
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truly mid-level, municipalities should realize that it is at the very least,
tilted in the direction of strict.

ANDREW L. HOWELL


